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CUTE & CLEVER

Wallpaper
Projects

DO IT
LIKE
A PRO
When cutting
out shapes,
start with a
template. It will
save you time
and effort in the
long run.
Treat the
surface with
a wallpaper
primer,
which makes
installation—
and removal—a
whole lot easier.

Add a bold punch of pattern
to your home. Discover ideas
here for every skill level
GATHER
YOUR
TOOL
KIT

Utility knife
(choose one
with a snap-off
blade, so you
always have
a fresh, sharp
edge!)
Smoothing
brush and
plastic edger
to flatten out
air bubbles
Spray bottle
(to wet the back
of prepasted
paper)
Wallpaper
paste brush
and bucket
(for paper that
requires paste)
Sponge
to remove
excess paste
from the front
of your paper
after you’ve
hung it
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Project 1

Smooth out
any air bubbles.
Starting at the
center, brush
the surface with
a long-bristled
brush and work
out toward the
edges. Use a
plastic edger
to remove any
remaining
bubbles and
help the edges
adhere.

TRY
COLOR
BLOCKING
D I F F I C U LT Y
L E V E L : Intermediate

Bring some color
to any bookcase
or storage unit
by wallpapering
the interior. If the
back of the unit is
removable, you
can paper the entire
surface, then reattach
it. Or, make a template
for one or several
sections of the unit,
cut the paper to that
size and install.

If you’re papering
individual sections,
make them more
interesting by mixing
two or more patterns
of wallpaper.

ALLYOU.COM

SOME
COMMON
TYPES OF
WALLPAPER
TIMEINCUKCONTENT.COM (ROOM, FRAMES),
SPOONFLOWER/AUDREY SMIT OF THIS LITTLE
STREET (STEP STOOL)

Craft paper
to make
templates

Follow the
manufacturer’s
instructions
with regard
to hanging
methods and
choosing an
adhesive.

Unpasted: It requires
light- to mediumweight clear paste.
Prepasted: Activate by
spraying the back with
water or dipping it into
a water tray.
Removable: This type
is prepasted and can
be taken down with
minimal effort.

Double-sided
tape works for
small projects,
but keep in
mind that the
tape grabs
the surface
immediately, so
you have only
one chance
to get it right.
Wallpaper
paste, on the
other hand,
allows you to
slide the paper
around until
you find the
right spot.

Use a durable vinyl
wallpaper for this
project—or apply
Minwax Polycrylic
sealant to help it last.

Project 2

GET A LEG UP

D I F F I C U LT Y L E V E L : Beginner
Make over any basic wooden piece by covering the
top or sides with wallpaper. Create a template for
each surface you plan to cover. Cut the paper to the
proper size. Apply wallpaper paste to the back and
carefully adhere the paper to the surface.

A lightweight
wallpaper works
better on these
pieces.

Project 3

FRAME FAMILY
TREASURES

D I F F I C U LT Y L E V E L : Beginner
You need only four skinny scraps for this easy
do-it-yourselfer. Use Mod Podge to adhere paper
to a photo mat or picture frame. Extras, like ribbon
around the inside edge and buttons dotting the
corners, add texture to these accessories.
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Project 4

PUT A SKIP
IN YOUR
STEP

FIND YOUR
FAVORITE
STYLE

D I F F I C U LT Y L E V E L :

Intermediate
Using prepasted
wallpaper makes
covering stair risers
simple—it requires
just water, not paste.
Start by making a
template for each riser
(risers can actually vary
a bit in height; plus, your
bottom stairs are likely
to be wider), then trim
each sheet accordingly.
Follow the manufacturer’s
instructions for adhering
the paper.

If your stairs are wider than the
roll of paper, consider choosing
an allover pattern rather than
one that runs horizontally or
vertically. That way, you can cut
your pieces using the length of
the roll, and you don't need to
worry about lining up patterns
and creating seams.

Woods Blue,
NuWallpaper, $40 per roll;
wallpops.com.

Sunburst removable
wallpaper (2' x 4'), $35;
chasingpaper.com.

Lilac/Silver strippable,
prepasted wallpaper,
Allen and Roth, $47 per
double roll; lowes.com.

Project 5

See page 2.

TRY AN
(EXTENDED)
ACCENT
WALL
D I F F I C U LT Y
L E V E L : Advanced

If you’ve already taken the
wallpaper plunge, consider
upping the wow factor by
covering a door’s recessed
panels in the same pattern.
This trick adds texture and
dimension, especially to
small spaces. Not up for the
whole shebang? Paper just
the door panels of a guest
room or powder room for a
fun, unexpected detail.

Frame the wallpaper
by painting the edges
of the recessed panels
in a contrasting color.
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Pattern No. 493-5881,
HGTV Home, $40 per roll;
sherwin-williams.com.

Chalet, Ashford
House, $40;
yorkwall.com.

Pattern No. 493-5839,
HGTV Home, $30 per roll;
sherwin-williams.com.

Source: DeAnna Hain, interior design and retail manager, York Wallcoverings

TIMEINCUKCONTENT.COM (STAIRWAY, DOOR)

SCAN
THIS IMAGE
TO BUY THE
PRODUCTS
ON THIS
PAGE.

